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Abstract. Steady state and time resolved fluorescence emission spectroscopy have been employed to investigate the effects of solvent confinement and electrolyte concentration on excited state intramolecular charge
transfer (ICT) reaction in 4-(1-pyrrolidinyl) benzonitrile (P5C), 4-(1-piperidinyl) benzonitrile (P6C), and
4-(1-morpholenyl) benzonitrile (M6C) in AOT/n-heptane/acetonitrile and AOT/n-heptane/methanol reverse
micelles. Dramatic confinement effects have been revealed via a huge reduction (factor ranging between
100 and 20) over bulk values of both equilibrium and reaction rate constants. A strong dependence on the
size of the confinement (Ws ) of these quantities has also been observed. Ws dependent average static dielectric
constant, viscosity and solvation time-scale have been determined. Estimated dielectric constants for confined
methanol and acetonitrile show a decrease from the respective bulk values by a factor of 3–5 and viscosities
increased by a factor of 2 at the highest Ws considered. Addition of electrolyte at Ws = 5 for acetonitrile
is found to produce a linear increase of confined solvent viscosity but leads to a non-monotonic electrolyte
concentration dependence of average solvation time. Reaction rate constant is found to decrease linearly with
electrolyte concentration for P5C and P6C but non-monotonically for M6C, the highest decrease for all the
molecules being ∼ 20% over the value in the absence of added electrolyte in the solvent pool. The observed
huge reduction in reaction rate constant is attributed to the effects of decreased solution polarity, enhanced viscosity and slowed-down solvent reorganization of the solvent under confinement in these non-aqueous reverse
micelles.
Keywords. Intramolecular charge transfer reaction; non-aqueous reverse micelles; confinement effects;
static and dynamic solvent control.

1. Introduction
Reverse micelles are formed via self aggregation in
a ternary mixture of surfactant, polar and non-polar
solvents. 1–27 A subtle balance between dispersive and
electrostatic interactions is the key for the multiple
components to remain in a single solution phase.The
most commonly used surfactant is sodium bis (2ethylhexyl)-sulfosuccinate (AOT) which possesses
charged (anionic) head group and forms both aqueous and non-aqueous reverse micelles in presence of
a nonpolar solvent (usually isooctane or heptane). The
polar solvents trapped inside reverse micelles behave
differently from the pure solvents because geometric
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confinement substantially modifies many bulk solvent
properties. Eventhough water has traditionally been the
most common polar solvent component, a few nonaqueous polar solvents have also been used to form
reverse micelles. Use of these non-aqueous polar solvents has been motivated partly by the desire to investigate whether aqueous and non-aqueous reverse micelles
behave similarly in solvent encapsulation and partly to
employ the confined non-aqueous media as microreactors for certain reactions. 28–31
Recently, AOT/isooctane (or heptane)/polar solvent
reverse micelles with methanol and acetonitrile as
polar liquids have been characterized by dynamic light
scattering (DLS) experiments and ultraviolet-visible
(UV-vis) absorption spectroscopy. 19 An important issue
here is the partial solubility of methanol and acetonitrile in bulk nonpolar solvent (heptane or isooctane)
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as this allows dispersion of polar solvent into the nonpolar phase and thus leading to less swelling of reverse
micelle droplets at higher loadings of polar solvents.
A correlation between the size of these non-aqueous
reverse micelles and ratio (Ws ) between concentrations
of polar solvent and surfactant (Ws = [polar solvent]/
[AOT]) attempted in this study 19 reveals that while
methanol reverse micelles registers an over-all increase
in diameter from ∼3 nm to ∼5 nm in changing Ws
from ∼1 to 10, the size remains almost unaltered for
acetonitrile between Ws values 1 and 5. Absorption
data using a dye suggests that, in the above narrow
size range, the polar solvents are confined in the cavity
formed via the aggregation of surfactant head-groups.
However, polar solvent partitioning into the nonpolar
phase has been reported at higher values of Ws . Further
studies with methanol reverse micelles using Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy 32,33 indicate the
presence of broadly two kinds of methanol moleculesbound and free. While the bound molecules are considered as those found at and within the ionic layer constituted by Na+ and −SO−3 ions, the free ones (bulk
type) are residing either at the centre of the cavity
or dispersed out into the non-polar phase and existing as monomeric or other aggregated forms. Interestingly, while a few investigators 19,32 interpret their spectroscopic results in terms of change in size of reverse
micelle with Ws , others 33 attribute the observed dependence to the change in shape (for example, spherical
to ellipsoid) only. Even though similar studies with
acetonitrile reverse micelles have not been carried out
yet, dynamic fluorescence Stokes’ shift measurements
with several coumarin dyes have repeatedly indicated
Ws insensitivity for acetonitrile reverse micelles but
moderate dependence for above. 19
Addition of electrolyte in confined pool, on the
other hand, may affect the environment in many ways.
First, phase transition (structural) may occur from oilin-water (o/w, Winsor I system) type to water-in-oil
(w/o, Winsor II system) type via an intermediate phase
(Winsor III system). 39–41 Therefore, addition of electrolyte in reverse micelles may be used as an experimental control variable where structural transition can
be engineered and used for desired product formation. 21
Second, addition of electrolytes affects the existing
electrostatic interactions in a confined pool by supplying additional ions and ion-pairs in the medium. 42 This
leads to the modification in droplet size and its ability to accommodate the host particles. In addition, the
viscosity and average polarity of the confined medium
are expected to be different in presence of added salts
and hence environment response time scale will be

altered. This may impart significant effects on a reaction occurring in such micro-environment in presence
of electrolyte.
Recently, photo-induced intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) reaction has been studied in aqueous and several non-aqueous AOT/heptane reverse micelles where
the importance of the reverse micelle interface to
control an ICT process are stressed. 22(a),37,43 Another
recent study 10 of ICT reaction occurring in aqueous
reverse micelles has revealed more than an order of
magnitude slowing down of the reaction rate constant
in aqueous pool compared to that in a bulk solvent of
comparable polarity (in terms of static dielectric constant, ε0 ) and viscosity. The role of sluggish medium
dynamics for lengthening the reaction time constant
has been stressed in that work 10 for the first time.
However, whether such an effect is also operative for
reverse micelles with non-aqueous polar solvents of
much lower ε0 , has not yet been studied. Furthermore,
effects of electrolyte on an ICT reaction in confined
pool needs to be investigated in order to understand the
confinement-induced modification of the electrolyteconcentration dependent reaction rate constant of a
TICT reaction already measured in bulk electrolyte
solutions. 44–46 Here, we report such a study where
photo-induced intramolecular charge transfer reaction
has been investigated in AOT/heptane non-aqueous
reverse micelles at different Ws values, and also in
presence of electrolytes in confined solvent at a fixed
Ws . The non-aqueous polar solvents considered in this
study are methanol and acetonitrile which are different in association character but of comparable polarities (ε0 values are 32.66 and 35.94 respectively). 47 In
addition, reverse micelles with these polar solvents are
well-characterized. 19,32,33 Therefore, use of these two
solvents will assist in unravelling the role of solvent
association character on ICT reaction in confinement.
Three TICT molecules, 4-(1-pyrrolidinyl) benzonitrile (P5C), 4-(1-piperidinyl) benzonitrile (P6C), and
4-(1-morpholenyl) benzonitrile (M6C), are used for
the proposed study. The chemical structures of these
molecules are shown in scheme 1. Note that earlier
study with these molecules in bulk solvents indicate
a reaction activation barrier of ∼3–4 k B T which is
not large enough to inhibit breaking down of conventional kinetics observed in the case of high barrier reaction. 48,49 Consequently, it would be interesting if one
encounters non-exponential reaction kinetics for these
molecules in these reverse micelles, as observed earlier
for several bulk polar solvents. 48 Moreover, study with
these three TICT molecules is required to establish the
generality of the results for a given family of reactant
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molecules in these complex environments. As the polarity of a reaction medium plays a very important role
in determining both the yield and the rate of ICT reaction in these molecules, 50–54 we have made a continuum model estimate of the average polarity (in terms
of static dielectric constant, ε0 ) of the confined polar
solvent pool by following the steady state fluorescence
emission of a non-reactive polarity probe, coumarin 153

(C153, also shown in scheme 1). Note that extensive
spectroscopic investigation with C153 in a wide range
of room temperature liquids has revealed that this probe
does not participate in specific solute–solvent (such as
H-bondng) interaction. 55–57 Solution dynamics inside
the solvent pool in the reverse micelles has thus been
investigated by monitoring the time-evolution of the fluorescence emission of the same probe molecule (C153).
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Scheme 1. Pictorial representations of photo-excited intramolecular
charge transfer reaction, reaction kinetics and chemical structures of
solutes used.
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Since solvation time-scale is known to influence reaction rate, 58,59 estimation of the former is crucial for
interpreting the experimental results. We shall shortly
see that ICT reaction in these molecules also thought
to involve twisting 48–51 and thus expected to couple
to the local ‘stiffness’ of the medium. Fluorescence
anisotropy measurements have been carried out to estimate such stiffness or local viscosity experienced by the
twisting mode while reacting inside a confined pool.
We have used the twisted intramolecular charge
transfer (TICT) model 50,51,60–62 to explain the decay
kinetics of these ICT molecules, although alternative
arguments can also be employed. 63–66 Since the mechanism of TICT reaction is already discussed elsewhere, 48–51 we describe the mechanism very briefly
here with the help of scheme 1. Upon photo-excitation,
locally excited (LE) state is produced and converted to
the relatively more polar charge transfer (CT) state with
a forward reaction rate constant, kf . There may be a barrier involved with the excited state (S1 ) conversion from
LE state to the CT state. 48 Subsequently, the CT state
can either regenerate the LE state by participating in the
reverse reaction with a rate constant, kr , or, decay to the
ground state (S0 ) with net (radiative + non-radiative)
rate constant, kCT . The photo-prepared LE state is
depopulated to the ground state with the net rate constant, kLE . In such a model, LE→CT inter-conversion
reaction can be described by a two-state scheme. Additionally, it has been found that the inter-conversion reaction rate is generally faster than the LE and CT decay
rates. 48 In such a situation and in the absence of solvation dynamics on the reaction time scale, it has been
shown that the time evolution of the LE or CT population could be described by a bi-exponential function of
time. 48

2. Experimental details
2.1 Sample preparation
P5C, P6C and M6C were synthesized by following literature method. 61,62 and re-crystallized twice
using cyclohexane (Merck, Germany) as solvent. The
absence of impurity in these synthesized compounds
was ensured via thin layer chromatography (TLC)
and monitoring the excitation wavelength dependence
of fluorescence emission in several bulk polar and
non-polar solvents. Methanol, acetonitrile and LiClO4
were used as received (highest grade, Aldrich). Bis(2-ethylhexyl) sodium sulfosuccinate (AOT) (≥98%,
Fluka and Sigma, ≥99%) was used after vacuum

drying for 24 h. Spectroscopic grade n-heptane (Merck,
≥99.5%) were used after drying over molecular sieves
and filtration. Measured amount of solid AOT was dissolved in n-heptane to make solutions. Subsequently,
polar solvent or solution of polar solvent with known
electrolyte concentration was added to the solution to
obtain appropriate Ws . The concentration of AOT in all
reverse micelles was maintained at 0.1 M. The Ws values were restricted up to the limit at which no phase
separation was observed and also earlier reports 19,32–38
of polar solvents being mostly inside the cavity. The
highest concentration of added electrolyte (LiClO4 )
was restricted at 0.9 M because of instability of
reverse micelles at electrolyte concentration larger than
0.9 M.
2.2 Steady state measurements and estimation
of spectral properties
Steady state absorption and emission spectra were
recorded by using respectively an absorption spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, UV – 2450) and a fluorimeter (SPEX fluoromax – 3, Jobin-Yvon, Horiba).
Fluorescence spectra were collected after adjusting the
absorbance of the sample to ∼0.1 (concentration of ICT
molecules in solution < 10−5 moles-litre−1 ). Solutions
were taken in an optically transparent quartz cuvette
with 1 cm optical path length before measurements. For
a given sample, the peak wavelength (λ) of the absorption spectrum was used as excitation wavelength for the
corresponding emission scan. The fluorescence spectra
were corrected for the wavelength dependence of the
sensitivity of the apparatus. Solvent background was
subtracted from the spectrum of samples. The spectrum
was then converted properly to the frequency plane
before calculating several steady state properties. Dry
argon gas was passed into a few samples and emission
spectra were collected. These runs showed very little or
no effects on the spectra of charge transfer molecules in
solutions and also on the decay kinetics.
LE and CT bands were obtained after deconvolution
of the full emission spectrum of the TICT molecules
into two fragments by shifting and broadening the reference emission spectrum of the corresponding TICT
molecules in a least interacting solvent, which was chosen to be perfluorohexane. 48 The linewidth of the individual bands (LE and CT) were determined by convoluting the reference emission with a Gaussian line
broadening function (inhomogeneous solvent broadening assumed). A given experimental emission spectrum was then least-squared fit to the model spectrum
consisting of two bands derived from the shifted and
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broadened reference emission spectrum. As seen earlier, this method describes reasonably well both the
LE and CT band shapes and allows determination of
spectral properties with better accuracy. 44–46,67–69
Shifts of the emission spectra from the peak of the
reference emission spectra were estimated and added
to the average peak frequency of the emission spectra to determine the emission peak frequencies of the
LE and CT bands. The average of the reference emission peak frequency was calculated by averaging the
numbers obtained by fitting the upper half of the reference emission spectrum with an inverted parabola, first
moment and the arithmetic mean of the frequencies at
half intensities on both blue and red ends of the emission spectrum. 56,70 Absorption peak frequencies were
obtained by calculating the first moments of the absorption spectra. The error associated with the peak frequency determination is typically ±250 cm−1 and that
with the band area is ∼10% (of the reported value),
unless otherwise mentioned.

were collected at two or three different emission wavelengths around the LE and CT peaks and the analysed
data were found to vary within a small uncertainty. All
the experiments were performed at room temperature,
295 ± 0.5 K.
2.4 Dynamic Stokes’ shift measurements
About 20 emission decays at equally spaced wavelengths across the steady-state emission spectrum
of C153 (solute) dissolved in non-aqueous reverse
micelles were collected at magic angle. The collected
emission decays were first deconvoluted from the IRF
to remove the instrumental broadening and then fitted with a multi-exponential function using an iterative
reconvolution algorithm. Time resolved emission spectra (TRES) were then reconstructed from the decay fit
parameters. 55 The time dependent solvation of the laser
excited probe was then followed by constructing the
normalized spectral or solvation response function 55

2.3 Reaction time constant measurements
Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique based on a laser system (Lifespec-ps, Edinburgh,
UK) with a light emitting diode (LED) was used to collect fluorescence emission intensity decays. The excitation wavelength was 299 nm and the full width at half
maximum (fwhm) of the instrument response function
(IRF) ∼475 ps. Emission decays were collected at both
LE and CT peak positions (of steady state spectrum)
with an emission band pass of 8 nm at magic angle of
54.7◦ to avoid effects of solute rotation. 71 Subsequently,
the collected emission decays were deconvoluted from
the IRF and fitted to bi-exponential functions of time
using an iterative reconvolution algorithm. 55 Such an
iterative process is believed to be capable of describing dynamical events approximately 3–5 times faster
than the fwhm of the IRF. 48,72,73 For all Ws values in
these non-aqueous reverse micelles and all LiClO4 concentrations at Ws = 5 for acetonitrile, bi-exponential
fit to each of the LE emission decays produced one
short time constant and one long time constant, whereas
each of the CT emission decays (collected wherever
possible) fit generated one rise-time (similar to short
time constant of LE decay) and one long time constant.
Therefore, the short time constant associated with the
LE decay was considered as the reaction time. The LE
decay of the TICT molecules in non-polar solvents such
as in heptane or hexane was found to decay single exponentially with one time constant in the range of a couple of nanosecond. For a few cases, emission decays
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S(t) =

ν(t) − ν(∞)
,
ν(0) − ν(∞)

(1)

where ν(x) denotes some measure (first moment or
peak) of the time resolved emission spectrum at various time slices. While ν(0) represents the frequency
of the dissolved solute’s emission spectrum immediately after excitation, ν(∞) denotes the frequency of
the emission spectrum after the solvent relaxation is
complete (the solute is still in its excited state). Solvation response function, S(t) obtained experimentally
was found to be multi-exponential functions of time and
the average solvation times were obtained analytically
n
∞

as τs = dt S (t) = ai τi .
0

i=1

2.5 Rotation time measurements
Emission decays for time-resolved fluorescence
anisotropy (r (t)) were collected at the peak wavelength of the steady state emission bands. 74 Time
resolved fluorescence anisotropies, r(t), were calculated
from the collected and background subtracted parallel
(III (t)) and perpendicular (I⊥ (t)) decays by using the
following well-known formula 74
r (t) =

III (t) − GI⊥ (t)
,
III (t) + 2GI⊥

(2)

where G accounts for the differential sensitivity to the
two polarizations which was obtained by tail matching the intensity decays III (t) and I⊥ (t). Note that the
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where τ1 and τ2 in Eq. 3 represent the time constants
associated with the decays of the components constituting r(t). Initial anisotropy was denoted by r(0) and was
taken as 0.376 for fitting the time resolved anisotropies
of C153 in all the concentration in non-aqueous reverse
micelles studied here. 74 Time integration of r (t)/r (0)
then produces the average rotation time: τr = a1 τ1 +
(1 − a1 ) τ2 .

12

Est. Diel. Const,ε0

average value for G obtained by tail matching the relevant decays at times longer than the anticipated rotation
time is 1.15 ± 0.05.
The time resolved anisotropy spectra were constructed from the collected emission decays by using
Eq. 2 and fitted to functions of the following general
form


r (t) = r (0) a1 exp(−t/τ1 ) + (1 − a1 ) exp(−t/τ2 ) ,
(3)
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3.1 Characterization of the reaction medium
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where νem represents the emission peak frequency of
C153 dissolved in confined solvent pool, ε0 the average static dielectric constant, n the refractive index of
the solvent. Fit 10,56 to liquid data for C153 produces
νgem = 23.12, A = 5.06 and B = 1.5. The value
of ε0 estimated by using Eq. 4 for non-aqueous solvent pools are shown as a function of Ws in the upper
panel of figure 1. It is evident form this panel that the
estimated dielectric constants of confined acetonitrile
and methanol at the largest Ws are reduced by factors
of ∼5 and ∼3, respectively. The reduction at smaller
Ws is even more drastic where the estimated dielectric constant is approximately an order of magnitude
less than that at the bulk. Such a drastic reduction of
bulk dielectric constant upon confinement has also been
reported earlier for water 10,75 and model solvents. 76,77
This confinement-induced reduction of ε0 can be under-
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3.1a Estimation of the average ε0 of the confined pool:
As solution polarity strongly influences an ICT reaction
mainly via modifying the reaction barrier, 48 we have
estimated the average dielectric constant (ε0 ) of the
polar solvent confined in AOT/n-heptane/acetonitrile
and AOT/n-heptane/methanol reverse micelles by using
the following empirical relation 10,56
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Figure 1. Ws dependence of static dielectric constant (ε0 )
for confined solvents in AOT/n-heptane/acetonitrile and
AOT/n-heptane/methanol reverse micelles in upper panel.
Values of ε0 at different Ws values are obtained by using the
fluorescence spectral shift of a non-reactive solvation probe,
coumarin 153 (C153) in Eq. 4 of the text. The lines going
through the symbols (triangles and circles) are obtained from
non-linear regression fits and can be described by the following parameters: for methanol, intercept = 1.92, slope =
1.90 and correlation coefficient (R) = 0.99; for acetonitrile,
intercept = 3.17, slope = 0.93 and correlation coefficient
(R) = 0.99. Comparison of the growth of ε0 with Ws among
confined water, acetonitrile and methanol (lower panel). For
each solvent, the estimated ε0 has been normalized by the
respective value at the highest pool-size shown here.

stood by recalling that the magnitude of the meansquared
in the

 collective dipole moment
 2 fluctuations
ε0 through the
δ M = M2 − <M>2 determines

relation, 78,79 [ε0 − 1] ∝ V −1 δM2 , where the collective dipole moment of the system (M) of volume V is
connected to the individual
moment
 molecular dipole
2
μ
.
Since
δ
M
(μi ) as follows, M =
∼
N (N
i i
being the number of polar solvent molecules), it is only
natural that the dielectric constant would be significantly reduced (compared to the bulk values) at smaller
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Ws where lesser number of polar solvent molecules are
present. This relation further suggests a linear increase
of ε0 of the confined solvent with Ws . This is indeed the
case for methanol, acetonitrile and water as reflected
in the data shown in the lower panel of figure 1. This
linearity breaks down at higher values of Ws for confined water 10 probably because of solute’s increasing
expulsion from the core to the cavity interface due to
interaction of the dipolar solute with ionic surface and
increased hydrophobic interaction.
The observed linear dependence for confined acetonitrile on Ws is interesting as earlier studies 19 indicate
confined solvent pool does not grow with Ws when acetonitrile is used to form reverse micelles. However, several spectroscopic measurements 19,34–38 using different
coumarin dyes in these non-aqueous reverse micelles
have reported red-shift in absorption and fluorescence
spectra with Ws , shifts being relatively smaller for
acetonitrile than those measured for methanol reverse
micelles. Similar results have also been observed in the
present study which are reflected in the linear increase
of estimated ε0 with Ws and uniformly lower values of it (estimated ε0 ) for confined acetonitrile than
methanol between 1 < Ws < 6. Moreover, absorption and fluorescence emission spectra recorded at Ws
values in this range for acetonitrile reverse micelles
(figure S1, Supporting Information) do not indicate any
solute partitioning between polar and non-polar phases.
For methanol reverse micelles also, spectral shapes do
not indicate such portioning (spectra not shown here).
These observations are similar to earlier reports 19,34–38
and, therefore, suggests that dipolar interactions among
polar solvent molecules, solute–solvent dipolar interaction and interactions of the ionic surface with the
dipolar solute and dipolar solvent molecules lead these
species (dipolar solute and solvent) to reside largely
inside the cavity.
The lower panel of figure 1 also indicates that the
slopes of variation of dielectric constant with Ws are
similar for methanol and water but very different from
that for acetonitrile. This may be linked to the partial restoration of hydrogen bonding (H-bonding) network in methanol at larger Ws , which is completely
absent for the polar aprotic solvent, acetonitrile. The
similar slopes for water and methanol further supports the notion that increase in Ws induces progressive partial restoration of the confinement-disrupted
H-bonding network, which, in turn, introduces steeper
slopes for the increase of ε0 in these network solvents.
The confinement-induced disruption of H-bonding network has been observed in many earlier studies and
suggested to be responsible for depression of freezing
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transition temperature of water. 80–84 It is to be mentioned here that the estimated dielectric constant
reported here may not represent the ‘true’ value because
ions present in the pool can also induce fluorescence
shift, which, in the present calculation scheme, is considered as that by dipolar solvents. In addition, spectral
shift depends on probe-location in such heterogeneous
media and thus the estimated value may vary slightly if
one changes the excitation wavelength. 85,86

3.1b Solvation time scale of confined polar solvent
pool: Average solvation times at several Ws values for acetonitrile and methanol reverse micelles
have already been measured via dynamic Stokes’ shift
experiments. 34–38 Stokes’ shift dynamics in confined
methanol and acetonitrile have been found to be at
least three orders of magnitude slower than that of the
bulk. In addition, these studies report that dynamics
become faster for methanol with Ws but remains insensitive for acetonitrile. Our measurements using C153 as
probe in AOT/n-heptane/acetonitrile reverse micelles at
Ws = 5 produce a dynamic Stokes’ shift of ∼800 cm−1
which is in semi-quantitative agreement with the data
reported earlier. 34 The measured average solvation time
(<τs >) at this pool size has been found to be ∼2000
times slower compared to that for bulk acetonitrile
with the same probe molecule. 55 This is also in qualitative agreement with general results from dynamic
Stokes’ shift measurements for polar solvents under
confinement. 2–7,34–38
Although we have not repeated the measurements
of Ws dependent Stokes’ shift dynamics for confined
methanol and acetonitrile, we have measured the electrolyte concentration dependence of it in confined acetonitrile at Ws = 5. The results are presented in
figure 2 where the average solvation time (<τs >) shows
a non-monotonic electrolyte (LiClO4 ) concentration
dependence. Note that the time scale obtained in our
time-resolved measurements is significantly faster than
what has been observed in similar pool size (Ws = 4)
in the absence of added electrolyte. 34 This is somewhat perplexing as addition of electrolyte is expected
to slow down the rate of solvation. 73 One reason could
be that the present analyses consider spectral evolution only up to the time when ν(t) matches that from
steady state fluorescence experiments (νem ). The consideration of ν (t = ∞) ≡ νem leaves out a dynamic
Stokes’ shift of ∼200 cm−1 from the total spectral relaxation. Moreover, this part has been found to relax with
a time constant of a few to several nanoseconds. While
this extremely slow relaxation occurring with a time
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Figure 3. Electrolyte-induced enhancement of pool viscosity in AOT/n-heptane/acetonitrile reverse micelles at
Ws = 5. Ratio between the estimated viscosity (ηest. ) of
confined acetonitrile at this Ws and that (ηbulk [M = 0]) of
bulk pure acetonitrile are shown as a function of electrolyte
(LiClO4 ) concentration. Values of ηest. have been determined
from the measured rotation times of C153 dissolved in the
reverse micelle droplets.

3.1c Estimation of local viscosity: Local viscosity
experienced by the probe in reverse micelles droplets
has been estimated by using the correlation, τr =
(58.1 ± 1.6) η0.96±0.03 , constructed from the rotation
data of the same probe in bulk polar protic and aprotic
solvents at room temperature. 74 Note in the above correlation, average rotational time <τr > is in picosecond
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constant of few to several nanoseconds may be real
for these heterogeneous media, this small amount of
dynamic shift (∼200 cm−1 ) can also arise from a modification in the vibronic structure of the line-shape due
to difference in interaction with the environment of the
probe in its ground and excited states. 55
The increase in <τ s > at low LiClO4 concentration
in figure 2 is because of enhancement of medium viscosity and increased participation of the diffusive ionsolvent exchange dynamics 73 in the near vicinity of
the dipolar probe. After a certain concentration, further addition of electrolyte may produce more number of ion-pairs which can significantly enhance the
average polarity of the confined pool. Such a scenario
has already been observed while studying Stokes shift
dynamics in bulk ethyl acetate (ε0 ∼ 6) in presence
of LiClO4 at various concentrations. 42 Therefore, the
decrease in <τs > at higher electrolyte concentrations
may be attributed to the increased average medium
polarity and additional participation of rotational modes
(via the rotation of ion-pairs). 87 Note the decrease in
<τs > upon further addition of electrolyte at higher
concentrations has also been observed in experiments
with electrolyte solutions of strongly polar solvents. 73
Application of Fee–Maroncelli method 88 further suggests that the present experiments have missed, on an
average, ∼40% of the total shift (table S1, Supporting
Information) at this pool size for all these LiClO4 concentrations. It is to be mentioned here that dynamic light
scattering (DLS) measurements indicate a fluctuation
in the pool size with LiClO4 concentration but the size
fluctuation always remains within ±20% of the pool
diameter in the absence of electrolyte.
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Figure 2. Electrolyte (LiClO4 ) concentration dependence
of average solvation time in AOT/n-heptane/acetonitrile
reverse micelles at Ws = 5. C153 has been used as a solvation
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Figure 4. Ws dependence of fluorescence emission spectrum of one of the ICT molecules, P6C dissolved in acetonitrile reverse micelles. The spectra are colour-coded. Emission spectra of the same molecule in acetonitrile and heptane
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(ps) and η is in centipoise (cP). 89 Our measured <τr >
for C153 in AOT/heptane/acetonitrile reverse micelles
at Ws = 5 in the absence of any added electrolyte compares well with the existing data (∼60 ps versus ∼80 ps
at Ws = 4 35 ). Corresponding bi-exponential fit parameters for the measured r (t) are summarized in table S2
(Supporting Information). Electrolyte concentration
dependent viscosity of the confined acetonitrile at
Ws = 5 is then extracted by inserting the measured
<τr > into the above correlation. The results are presented in figure 3 where a near linear increase of
estimated viscosity with LiClO4 concentration is indicated. Note the estimated viscosity (ηest. ) at Ws = 5 in
the absence of electrolyte is nearly twice as large as
that of bulk pure acetonitrile (ηbulk [M = 0] = 0.34 cP)
which, upon further addition of electrolyte, enhances
by a factor of 4. However, such an interpretation of
slowed-down rotation time of a polar probe in terms
of enhanced viscosity assumes negligible or no frictional resistance arising from the longer-ranged solute–
solvent dipolar interaction and solute-ion dipole-ion

interaction. 90 A number of experimental 74,91 and
simulation studies 92–94 in highly polar conventional solvents have shown that longer-ranged interactions play
a minor role in rotational friction. Mechanical friction from short-ranged interactions, its enhancement
via electrostatic interactions (or electrostriction), and in
some cases, specific solute–solvent interactions, principally govern the rotational time scale.

3.2 ICT reaction in confined polar solvent
3.2a Reaction equilibrium constant and free energy
(Ws dependence): Representative emission spectra of
P6C in AOT/n-heptane/acetonitrile reverse micelles at
different Ws values are shown in figure 4. For comparison, emission spectra of the same ICT molecule in acetonitrile and heptane are also shown in the same figure.
It is evident from this figure that as Ws increases, the
emission spectrum red-shifts with simultaneous growth
in the charge-transferred (CT) band. The CT band
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Figure 5. Ws dependence of the LE and CT emission peak frequencies of P5C, P6C
and M6C in AOT/n-heptane/acetonitrile and AOT/n-heptane/methanol. Non-aqueous
solvents acetonitrile (left panel, ‘ACN’) and methanol (right panel, ‘MeOH’) are indicated. Symbols (circles, hexagons and squares) tagged with solute identity in the
upper-right panel describe the data for P5C, P6C and M6C in all the four panels. The
estimated uncertainty in frequency is ±300 cm−1 .
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becomes most prominent at the highest Ws considered.
Since it is known that medium polarity facilitates the
formation of CT state, 10 the continuous growth in CT
population with Ws may be attributed to the continuous enhancement of medium polarity at higher loading
of polar solvent. The role of medium polarity in forming the CT population is further supported by the observation that photo-excitation of M6C predominantly
produces either CT population in bulk acetonitrile
(ε0 ∼ 36) or LE in bulk heptane (ε0 ∼ 2). Spectral shift
and CT band formation, therefore, indicate that the ICT
molecule (P6C in this case) is indeed trapped in the solvent pool and interacting with the immediate environment. However, solute partitioning into the non-polar
and micellar pseudophases 9,29 could be an issue here as
this will lead to emission at different energies producing an emission profile similar to the ones displayed in
figure 4. However, the peak-to-peak difference between

the emission spectra of P6C in acetonitrile and heptane
is much larger (∼8000 cm−1 ) than that in the largest
pool (∼5000 cm−1 , see also figure 5). In addition, the
peak frequency of the CT emission band at any of the
Ws considered is blue-shifted at least by ∼3000 cm−1
than that in bulk acetonitrile. Moreover, the absorption spectra of this molecule at various Ws , shown in
figure S2 (Supporting Information) do not indicate any
distribution of the polar solvent out into the non-polar
phase. All these observations suggest that the emission spectra of P6C in these reverse micelles are predominantly originating from those dissolved inside the
confined polar solvent pool.
The Ws dependences of the LE and CT emission
peak frequency of the three TICT molecules in AOT/
n-heptane/acetonitrile and AOT/n-heptane/methanol
reverse micelles are shown in figure 5. In both these
non-aqueous reverse micelles, the LE and CT peak
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Figure 6. Ws dependence of the ratio between the areas under the
CT and LE emission bands (α C T /α L E ) of P5C, P6C and M6C in AOT/
n-heptane/acetonitrile and AOT/n-heptane/methanol. Identity of the
non-aqueous polar solvents used is indicated in each panel. The uncertainty for CT band area is typically within ±10%.
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frequencies show red-shift with increase in pool size
(see also table S3, Supporting Information). The total
shift for the LE emission peak is much less and it is
about ∼200 cm−1 for all these ICT molecules in these
two types of reverse micelles. The total CT shift, on
the other hand, is much larger and is ∼1000 cm−1 for
both acetonitrile and methanol at Ws = 5. In both these
non-aqueous reverse micelles the regularity in spectral
shifts (particularly for the CT band) with Ws again suggests continuous increase of polarity around the trapped
solute. The CT shift becomes even larger (∼2000–
3000 cm−1 ) for methanol because one can reach Ws =
10 with this solvent. Interestingly, the total CT shift
in methanol reverse micelles is very similar to earlier

observations for M6C in aqueous reverse micelles. 10
However, the LE peak frequency of closely related ICT
molecules in neat solvents 48 exhibited blue-shift with
concomitant narrowing of the emission band, whereas
in these non-aqueous reverse micelles the LE band
redshifts with simultaneous broadening (see table S3).
While the heterogeneity in the environment around the
confined reactant in these reverse micelles can contribute to the spectral broadening, the observed redshift
in LE band may arise due to the spectral broadening
rather than from any fundamental difference in soluteenvironment interaction between neat and confined
solvents. However, the uniform nature of the LE peak
frequency versus LE-width correlation observed in the
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reverse micelles. Values of the dielectric constant for the confined solvent used are those shown in figure 1. The symbols (hexagon, circle and
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(reaction) time and the long time components of the
time-resolved emission (population) decay. Note that
the Ws dependent − G r varies from negative to positive indicating that a less favourable LE→CT conversion reaction in smaller Ws becomes more favourable in
larger Ws . In addition, a near linear correlation between
− G r and dc suggests that the trapped reactants are
experiencing more polar environment upon increasing
Ws , and medium polarity influences an ICT reaction in
confined solvents in qualitatively the same way as in
bulk media.
3.2b Effects of salt concentration on reaction at a
fixed Ws : Effects of electrolyte on LE→CT conversion reaction occurring in confined polar solvent pool
is studied next. Figure 8 depicts the LiClO4 concentration dependences of area ratio (αC T /α L E ) and reaction
driving force (− G r ) for the conversion reaction in
all these molecules in AOT/heptane/acetonitrile reverse

1.0

αCT/αLE

present study warrants further investigation. The correlation between CT peak shift and bandwidth for these
molecules in these reverse micelles is similar as that
observed not only in aqueous reverse micelles 10 but in
bulk polar solvents 48,68,69 and electrolyte solutions 45,46,67
also.
Since the photo-induced LE→CT reaction in these
molecules is favoured by the polarity of a reaction
medium, 48 the ratio between the areas under these
two bands (αC T /α L E ) is expected to increase with Ws .
Figure 6 reflects indeed such results where αC T /α L E
for P5C, P6C and M6C in these non-aqueous reverse
micelles are shown as a function of Ws . The area ratios
for these ICT molecules have been drastically reduced
under confinement compared to those in the respective
bulk polar solvents. For example, αC T /α L E for P6C in
the smallest and largest Ws values for acetonitrile correspond to those found in bulk diethyl ether (ε0 ∼ 4)
and bulk decanol (ε0 ∼ 7) 48 but ∼100 to ∼10 times
less than that in bulk acetonitrile. Moreover, in the
acetonitrile-saturated solution of heptane αC T /α L E for
P6C is found to be ∼4 times less than that at Ws = 5.
Data shown in the lower panel of figure 6 indicate substantial reduction in αC T /α L E for these ICT molecules in
confined methanol also. The reduction in αC T /α L E values in these confined solvents therefore follow the trend
of change in ε0 upon confining these polar solvents but
the extent of decrease is much larger than the corresponding decrease in ε0 . This indicates that the solvent
control of an ICT reaction in confined solvents is more
complicated than that when the reaction occurs in bulk
media.
Next, a correlation between the change in free energy
for the photo-induced LE→CT conversion reaction
(− G r ) in these ICT molecules and a dielectric reaction field factor (dc ) is explored in figure 7 for these
non-aqueous reverse micelles. The following represen, is employed
tative field factor, dc (ε0 ) = 2(1−c)εε00−1
+(1+2c)
for such a correlation where the Ws dependent ε0 is
used. The parameter c, ranging between 0 and 1, effectively accounts for solute polarizability effects. 48 A
value of 0.25 for c has been used here since this has
been found to produce the best correlation for reactions in bulk solvents. 48 The driving force (− G r )
for the reaction is obtained from the reaction equilibrium constant (K eq ) by using the relation, where
K eq has been calculated from the arithmetic mean of
the equilibrium constant determined from the steady
α ν3
φ
≈ αCL ET ν L3 E and time-resolved experstate data 48 K eq
C T
 a
= ar xn /adec . Note that arxn and adec are
iments K eq
respectively the amplitudes associated with the short
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Figure 8. Electrolyte (LiClO4 ) concentration dependence
of area ratio, αC T /α L E and reaction driving force (− G r )
in these ICT molecules in AOT/heptane/acetonitrile reverse
micelles at Ws = 5. − G r is obtained from the average equilibrium constants which is an arithmetic mean of
the equilibrium constants determined from the steady state
and time resolved experiments. As before, symbols are
solute-tagged.
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micelles at Ws = 5. Electrolyte effects on peak frequencies and widths are found to be very small (see
figure S3, Supporting Information). However, it is evident from the upper panel of figure 8 that the area
ratio varies non-monotonically with electrolyte concentration, degree of non-monotonicity being the strongest
for P6C and weakest for P5C. A small variation in
activation energies 48 of these molecules and the subsequent difference in medium control might be responsible for such a behaviour. The skewedness is somewhat softened in the lower panel because of logarithmic
relationship between − G r and αC T /α L E . Interestingly,
such a non-monotonic dependence of average solvation
time on electrolyte concentration at this pool size has
already been observed (figure 2) and it is quite likely
that these two are connected. We shall explore more on
this issue when we describe results from time-resolved
studies.

Norm. Counts

3.2c Reaction rate constant: Ws dependence: The
Ws dependence of the LE→CT reaction rate constant of P5C, P6C and M6C has been studied in both
AOT/hetpane/acetonitrile and AOT/heptane/methanol
reverse micelles. Time-resolved fluorescence intensity
decays for M6C in methanol reverse micelles at a few
Ws values are shown in figure 9. The decay pattern
reflects a considerable Ws dependence. Similar Ws

dependence of intensity decay has also been observed
for reaction occurring in confined acetonitrile (decays
not shown here). As already discussed, the reaction rate
constants have been determined by fitting the collected
LE and CT emission intensity decays to bi-exponential
functions of time. A pair of such representative fits are
displayed in figure 10 for M6C in methanol reverse
micelles at Ws = 5. The fitted data along with the
instrument response function and the residuals are also
shown in the same figure. Similar values for the fast
time constant (τ1 ) associated with the LE-decay and
CT-rise suggest that τ1 indeed represents the reaction
time constant (τr xn = 1/kr xn , kr xn being the reaction
rate constant) associated with the LE→CT conversion
reaction. In addition, adequacy of just two exponentials in describing the decay kinetics also suggests that
the reaction proceeds via the same mechanism in these
reverse micelles as observed in bulk acetonitrile and
methanol. 48,49 Most interestingly, the reaction time constant of ∼450 ps at this Ws is ∼30 times longer than
that measured with the same molecule (M6C) in bulk
methanol (∼15 ps). 49 In saturated methanol or acetonitrile solutions of heptane, τr xn for M6C has been
found to be ∼10 times longer than in bulk pure polar
solvents. This lengthening of τr xn in saturated binary
mixtures is mainly due to the reduction in solution
polarity. 52–54 The fact that τr xn at Ws = 5 is ∼3 times
larger than that in binary mixtures (∼450 ps versus
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Figure 9. Pool-size dependence of time-resolved population decay of M6C
in AOT/heptane/methanol reverse micelles. The figure is colour-coded. Number
attached to each decay denotes a value of Ws at which intensity decay has been
collected.
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Figure 10. Representative LE emission decay (upper panel) and CT
emission decay (lower panel) of M6C in AOT/n-heptane/methanol
reverse micelles at Ws = 5 and their bi-exponential fits. While the experimental data are represented by circles, fits through the data points are
shown by solid lines. The instrument response function is shown by the
broken line. χ 2 denotes the ‘goodness-of-fit’ parameter. The LE peak
count is ∼3000 and CT peak count is ∼1000. Residuals are shown in
the bottom of each panel.

∼150 ps) clearly indicates the measured reaction time
is indeed associated with the reaction occurring in
confined polar solvents.
While the Ws dependent reaction time constants
(τr xn ) are given in Supporting Information (figure S4),
the ratio between the reaction time constants in confined
and bulk solvents, τr xn (R M) /τr xn (bulk), obtained for
various Ws values are shown in figure 11. Data shown
in this figure indicate substantial lengthening of τr xn

in these non-aqueous reverse micelles for all the ICT
molecules considered here and the extent of lengthening, depending on solute and Ws , ranges between ∼100
and ∼10. In addition, τr xn becomes faster by nearly
a factor of 2 in these reverse micelles for changing
Ws from 1 to 5. Similar changes in ‘local viscosity’
are also reflected in the pool-size dependent rotation
times measured with polar probes in these non-aqueous
reverse micelles. 34,38,95 For methanol, this enhancement
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Figure 11. Ws dependence of ratio between reaction time constant,
τr xn (RM)/τr xn (bulk), associated with the LE→CT conversion reaction of
P5C, P6C and M6C in AOT/n-heptane/acetonitrile (upper panel) and AOT/nheptane/methanol reverse micelles (lower panel), and reaction time in bulk acetonitrile and methanol. Note that the squares, hexagons, circles represent data
respectively for P5C, P6C and M6C. Error associated with the reaction time
constants is typically ±5% of the reported values.

factor doubles to ∼ 4 as one can go up to Ws = 10
with this alcohol solvent. Interestingly, earlier measurements 37 of the non-radiative rate constant for C152
in methanol and acetonitrile reverse micelles showed
much less reduction and very weak dependence on
Ws . Therefore, the observed huge lengthening of τr xn
upon confinement and substantial variation of it (τr xn )
with Ws are new results and completely different from
earlier reports. 37 The presence of a sizeable activation
barrier and tuning of it with solution polarity, and coupling of the twisting (reactive) mode to local viscosity
have probably made the LE→CT conversion reaction
of these ICT molecules more sensitive to both the
confinement and size of it.

Although τr xn exhibits acceleration by a factor 2 to
4 upon increasing Ws and follows the associated viscosity changes, the huge reduction of it over the bulk
values suggests a much stronger dynamical solvent control of the LE→CT reaction in these ICT molecules.
This can be understood qualitatively from the following example. At Ws = 5, the solvent polarity (sensed
by the solute) is reduced by a factor of ∼5 and the viscosity enhanced by a factor of ∼2. Had these two factors been the only reasons to influence the ICT reaction
in M6C and acted in multiplicative manner, then the
slowing down of τr xn (over the bulk value) at Ws = 5
would have been merely a factor of ∼10. The extent of
reduction being much larger (ranging between 100 and
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20) than this only supports the conjecture that severely
slowed down solvation response (by a factor of 1000
or even more) in these confined systems does not allow
the reaction to occur in a fully solvent-relaxed state.
This, in turn, indicates a critical role for slow solvation
response in determining the rate of ICT reaction occurring in confined media. Further study is thus required to

1.1

quantify and separate out the effects of slow solvation
on such reactions occurring in reverse micelles.
3.2d Reaction at a fixed Ws : Electrolyte effects: Figure 12
shows the electrolyte (LiClO4 ) concentration dependence of reaction time constant (τr xn ) for P5C, P6C and
M6C in AOT/n-heptane/acetonitrile reverse micelles at
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Figure 12. Electrolyte concentration dependence of reaction time constant in
acetonitrile reverse micelles at a fixed Ws . Ratio between reaction time in the
presence and absence of LiClO4 , τr xn (LiClO4 )/τr xn (0), for the LE→CT conversion reaction of P5C, P6C and M6C in AOT/n-heptane/acetonitrile reverse
micelles at Ws = 5 are shown as a function of LiClO4 concentration. The
squares, hexagons and circles represent data respectively for P5C, P6C and
M6C. Error associated with the reaction time constants is typically ±5% of the
reported values.
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pool size, Ws = 5. It is interesting to note that τr xn
increases linearly with LiClO4 concentration for P5C
and P6C but exhibits a non-monotonic dependence for
M6C. Note a pronounced non-monotonic LiClO4 concentration dependence of τr xn was also observed earlier in bulk ethyl acetate with another closely related
molecule of the PnC series. 45 Data in figure 12 indicate
τr xn increases only by ∼15% for P5C and ∼20% for
P6C at highest LiClO4 concentration over their respective values in the absence of any electrolyte at Ws = 5.
The peak value of τr xn for M6C is again ∼20% larger
than that in the absence of LiClO4 . This is surprising
given the fact that the viscosity increases by nearly a
factor of 2 in this concentration range (see figure 3). A
much less lengthening of τr xn than expected on viscosity consideration probably suggests electrolyte-induced
enhancement of solution polarity 42 facilitating the ICT
reaction in confined electrolyte solutions, leading to a
partial decoupling from the local viscosity. This possibility, however, does not explain why the dependence
of τr xn on electrolyte concentration shows a maximum
for M6C
 but
 linear for other two reactants. The plots
of ln τr−1
xn versus the reaction driving force (− G r )
do not indicate any different dependence for these three
molecules and thus possibly rules out hidden role for
reorganization energy (λs ) 46 specific to any particular
reactant among these three. The origin of different electrolyte concentration dependence of τr xn for M6C at
this Ws of AOT/heptane/acetonitrile reverse micelles
are unknown to us at present and thus further studies are
required to better understand this phenomenon.

4. Conclusions
The summary of the present work is as follows. The
pool size dependence of LE→CT conversion reaction
of photo-excited P5C, P6C and M6C in AOT/nheptane/acetonitrile and AOT/n-heptane/methanol
reverse micelles has been studied at room temperature. Absorption and fluorescence emission spectra
of dissolved probe exhibit continuous red-shift with
Ws , suggesting increase in polar solvent pool with it.
Careful comparison of spectra taken at both smallest
and largest Ws values, and those in binary saturated
solutions of polar and non-polar solvents reveals no
partitioning of polar solvent and solute into the nonpolar phase of reverse micelles. In addition, formation
of CT emission band shows gradual increase with Ws .
Depending upon Ws , the formation of the more polar
charge-transferred (CT) state in these confined environments has been found to be decreased by 10–100
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times compared to that observed in bulk solvents. The
rate constant for this conversion reaction has also been
found to be slowed down by 1–2 orders of magnitude. In order to correlate the observed equilibrium
and time-dependent aspects of the ICT reaction with
solvent properties, dielectric constant, viscosity and
average solvation time have been estimated by following the fluorescence response of a non-reactive probe
dissolved in these confined media. At Ws = 5 for
both acetonitrile and methanol, the estimated dielectric
constants are found to be 3–5 times less than the bulk
values. Slope of increase of dielectric constant with Ws
is steeper for confined methanol than that for confined
acetonitrile but similar to that for confined water. The
‘local’ viscosity also increases by a factor of 2 at this
Ws for acetonitrile. Measured average solvation times
are found to be at least three orders of magnitudes
slower than those measured for bulk solvents. The
reduction in rate constant by 1–2 orders of magnitude
is argued to originate from the decreased solution
polarity, enhanced local viscosity and slow solvent
reorganization in these confined solvents.
Subsequently, electrolyte effects on an ICT reaction
in confined environment, has been investigated at a
fixed Ws for acetonitrile reverse micelles. A maximum
of ∼20% lengthening of the reaction time constant
over the value in the absence of electrolyte (LiClO4 )
has been observed in the concentration range of 0.0–
0.9 M. While the reaction time constant for P5C and
P6C increases linearly with electrolyte concentration
in confined polar solvent, it shows a non-monotonic
LiClO4 concentration dependence for M6C. Similar
non-monotonic dependence is also observed for measured average solvation time but the estimated viscosity
varies between 2 and 4 times of the bulk value. Much
less reduction in reaction rate constant than expected
from the viscosity consideration suggests more complex medium effects on ICT reaction in confined electrolyte solutions. The correlation between the reaction
rate and reaction driving force has been found to be,
on an average, linear for all these ICT molecules in
both the presence and absence of electrolyte in this concentration range. We are, therefore, yet to understand
the origin of non-monotonic electrolyte concentration
dependence of ICT reaction rate constant in M6C.
The role of solute-medium interaction and medium
dynamics can be further explored by following the
reaction in binary liquid mixtures, molten non-aqueous
electrolyte mixtures and solution pH dependence. In
non-aqueous multi-component electrolyte mixtures 96
one would like to investigate the common ion effects
on equilibrium constant and time scale of an ICT
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reaction. Presence of proton in solution may influence
the availability of the electron pair in the donor moiety for participation in the charge transfer process. Preferential solvation and diffusive time scale of solvent
rearrangement in the first few solvation shells around
a reactant may lead to more complex effects on ICT
reaction than in neat solvents. Temperature dependent
studies of ICT reaction in media, where heterogeneity
rules the solution structure (for example, aqueous mixtures of tertiary butanol) may also provide important
information about the role of solution structure on ICT
reaction.
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